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Abstract 
Balogh, 2. and M.E. Rudin, Monotone normality, Topology and its Applications 47 (1992) 115-127. 
Two theorems are given analyzing the possible refinements of open covers of a monotonically 
normal space X. The first shows that X is paracompact if and only if X has no closed subset 
homeomorphic to a stationary subset of a regular uncountable cardinal. The second shows that 
if Ou is an open cover of X, then Q has a o-disjoint open, partial refinement “v such that X - UV 
is the union of a discrete family of stationary subsets of regular uncountable cardinals. 
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A topological space X is said to be monotonically normal if it has a Hausdorff 
topology 9 and a function H : X x T+ 9 such that x E U E F and y E VE 5 imply 
that x E H(x, U) c U, y E H(y, V) c V, and H(x, U) n H(y, V) =0 unless x E V or 
YE U. We can assume that H(x, U)c H(x, W) if U = W. 
Metric spaces are monotonically normal and monotonically normal spaces are 
countably paracompact [8] and collectionwise normal. But there are no implications 
between paracompactness and monotone normality. Compact spaces need not be 
monotonically normal. On the other hand all linearly ordered spaces are monotoni- 
cally normal and linearly ordered spaces fail to be paracompact if and only if they 
have a closed subspace homeomorphic to a stationary subset of a regular uncountable 
cardinal. (We always assume the order topology on such a cardinal or ordinal.) 
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By Theorem I monotonically normal spaces share this property with linearly 
ordered spaces. 
This paper began as an attempt by the second author to find out to what extent 
monotonic normality sufficed to prove certain “shrinking theorems”, which are true 
in paracompact spaces. It has evolved into a study of how paracompactness can 
fail in monotonically normal spaces. She proved what is now: 
Corollary 2.1 (d). Every monotonically normal space in which every increasing open 
cover has an increasing shrinking is paracompact. 
The first author then used Corollary 2.1(d) as a lemma in the proof of a stronger 
theorem giving a characterization of hereditary paracompactness in monotonically 
normal spaces. This proof led to a proof of Theorems I and II and many corollaries 
listed in Section 2. It is proved there, for instance, in Corollary 2.2, that every open 
cover of a monotonically normal space can be shrunk. 
Theorem I. A monotonically normal space is paracompact if and only if it does not 
have a closed subspace homeomorphic to a stationary subset of a regular uncountable 
cardinal. 
Theorem II. Every open cover of a monotonically normal space X has a u-disjoint 
(partial) refinement ‘V by open sets such that X - IJ V is the union of a discrete family 
of closed subspaces each homeomorphic to some stationary subset of a regular uncount- 
able cardinal. (The cardinals may vary with the subspaces.) 
A space is called screenable if every open cover has a u-disjoint refinement. 
Normal, countably paracompact, screenable spaces are paracompact [5]; so 
Theorem I is a trivial consequence of Theorem II. 
1. We now prove that every open cover of a monotonically normal space has the quite 
remarkable kind of refinement described in Theorem II 
Lemma 1.1. If X is homeomorphic to a subspace of an ordinal, then X satisfies the 
conclusion of Theorem II. 
Proof. If the lemma fails there is a minimal ordinal K having a subset K and 
associated open cover % of K, for which Theorem II fails. There is a closed cofinal 
subset F of K which is order isomorphic to the cofinality of K. We prove the lemma 
by showing that K (with %) satisfies Theorem II in case F is countable or F n K 
is nonstationary in K or F n K is stationary in K and F is uncountable. 
If F is countable, K is the union of a discrete family of open and closed proper 
subintervals of K. If F n K is nonstationary in K we can assume that F was chosen 
so that F n K =0; in this case K is contained in the union of a discrete in K family 
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of open in K proper subintervals of K. In both cases, the intersection of K with 
each of the subintervals satisfies Theorem II, so the union which is K also satisfies 
Theorem II. 
So assume that F is uncountable and F n K is stationary in K. For all (Y E F n K 
there is f(cr) < cy with [f(a), cr] n K contained in a member of %. By the pressing- 
down lemma, there is p < K such that y < K implies y < (Y < K for some (Y E F n K 
with F(a) = p. Let s4 be the set of all maximal intervals of K in (K -/?) - F. For 
each A E &, A n K is contained in a single member of Ou. Thus V = {A n K 1 A E &} 
is a partial refinement of % by disjoint open sets and (K - p) = U “Ir = F n K which 
is homeomorphic to a stationary subset of a regular uncountable cardinal. Since K 
is the union of K - p and K n /3 which are disjoint, open and closed subsets of K 
both satisfying Theorem II, K does also. q 
We next give some technical definitions from which we can state Theorem II’ 
which we use to prove Theorem II. 
For a family 9 of subsets of a space X we define a a-ideal: _a9 = { Y c X 1 Y is 
the union of a cT-relatively discrete partial refinement of S}. 
A set 5? of subsets of X is called relatively discrete if it is discrete in the subspace 
lJ 9. A relatively discrete family in a monotonically normal space can be extended 
to a disjoint open family since the space is hereditarily collectionwise normal. 
We call a partition P of X scattered if the members of 9 are disjoint and there 
are an ordinal K and a one-to-one listing {Pcy 1a < K} of P? with Un-_@ P, open for 
every p < K. 
If Y c X for some space X, we say Y is a GO-ordinal (subspace of X) provided 
there is an open neighborhood N of Y and homeomorphism h from Yn N onto 
a subspace of an ordinal; we say that such an h determines that Y is a GO-ordinal. 
Observe that if 2 c Y, then h 12 n N determines that Z is also a GO-ordinal. 
Suppose u is a neighborhood assignment for X, i.e., a function u :X + {open sets 
of X} with x E u(x) for all x E X. We say that Y c X is u-small if there is a dense 
subset R of Y and an h which determines that Y is a GO-ordinal such that h( Y) 
has no last term, and, for all x E R and y E Y with h(y) < h(x), y E u(x). We say 
that such a pair (R, h) determines that Y is u-small. Define 
$JU = {J c X 1 J is the union of a u-relatively discrete 
family of u-small subsets of X}. 
Recalling the definition of 9,,P, define for a cover 9’ of X, Bulr = {I u J 1 I E 9.p and 
J~c9ul. 
A subset of a member of $J,,~ is in But, since: 
Lemma 1.2. If Y is a GO-ordinal subspace of X, then YE BUCr. 
Proof. Assuming the lemma is false, let A be the minimal ordinal for which there 
is a GO-ordinal YE B;UiP determined by some h with h( Y) c A. We can assume that 
A has uncountable cofinality. We get a contradiction from both Cases 1 and 2. 
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Case 1: h( Y) is not stationary in A. 
Let L be a closed unbounded subset of A missing h( Y). Oberve that the set Ju 
of all maximal complementary intervals in A -L is relatively discrete in A. Also, if 
M E Jtl, h-‘(M) n Y ~9,~~ by the minimality of A. Thus Y = UMME,ll( Y n h-‘(M)) E 
BU??. 
Case 2: h(Y) is stationary in A. 
By the “pressing-down lemma” there are y E Y and R c Y such that h(R) is 
cofinal with h(Y) (and A), and, for all x E R, the intersection of h( Y) with the 
interval [h(y), h(x)] of A is contained in h(u(x) n Y). We assume that h(R)c A - 
h(y). If S = h-‘(h(R)), clearly Sn Y is u-small; so S n Y E$,,~~. But the same 
argument given in Case 1, with h(S) n A instead of L, shows that Y - SE $UGP. Thus 
YE$&. 0 
Theorem II’. If X is a monotonically normal space, B a scattered partition of X, and 
u a neighborhood assignement for X, then X E g,,. 
Proof. Otherwise let K be the minimal ordinal for which there is a monotonically 
normal space X, a scattered partition 9 = {P, (a < K} of X, and a neighborhood 
assignment u for X such that X@2UcP. Fix X, 9, and U. 
Let H be the “monotone normality operator” for X as described in the first 
sentence of the paper. 
For (Y<K let Ue=up-_, PP and %={u,lCX<K}. We Say YcX is bounded if 
Y c U, for some (Y < K (and unbounded otherwise). Observe that K is a limit ordinal; 
otherwise K = a + 1 and lJpr, PO E y,,9p by the minimality of K; and P, E ,$,+p so 
X=u,<N P/3%9@ contradicting X $ $iueP. 
Lemma 1.3. (a) If Y c X is bounded, then YE $Ub. 
(b) 2u~ =2u%. 
(c) K is a regular uncountable cardinal. 
Proof. (a) follows from the minimality of K. 
(b) BUu c BUoU by definition and duoU = B,,!r by (a). 
(c) Since X if dz;U9, K is uncountable. SUppOSe y = (cofinality of K) < K and let 
{ya I/3 < y} be an increasing cofinal sequence in K. By the minimahty of K, 
IJ { l-Jy, Ip < y} E$,,$~. So X ~~~~~ ; which, by (b), contradicts Xg2,P. Thus K is 
proved to be regular. 0 
Let 9 = jJu9) = jj,,OU. From the well-known fact that every point finite open family 
has a o-discrete refinement, we get: 
Lemma 1.4. If 9 c 9 is a point finite family of open sets, then IJ 9 E 2. 
For x E X define p(x) to be the unique CY with x E P,. 
We say that a family d$ of subsets of X is relatively closed closure preserving 
provided, for every %‘c 9, IJ 3:’ is a closed set in the subspace IJ 3 of X. 
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Lemma 1.5. If 3 is a u-relatively closed closure preserving family of bounded subsets 
of X, then U 2~2. 
Proof. Since&t is closed under countable unions, we can assume that % is a relatively 
closed closure preserving family. 
Index%={(Z81S<A}and1etZI,=Z,-U,,c6 Z,. Then let 0 be the neighborhood 
assignment for X defined by 
v(x) = 
H x, U,,x, nu(x)- U Z, , ifxEZb, 
y<fi > 
u(x), if xEU%. 
Note that for 6 < A, Z, is bounded. So, by the minimality of K, Zb E 2”*. Thus 
Zh = Z,, v Z,, for some Z,, E 9a, and Zsz E Bu. Hence lJ 9 E 2 provided both: 
Claim 1. UScA Z,, E,$. 
Claim 2. IJfich Z,, E 2. 
Proof of Claim 1. For each (Y < K and n E w, choose Z,,,, c P, such that {Z,,, 1 a < K} 
is relatively discrete for a fixed n, and Z,, = U {Z,,, 1 (Y < K, n E w}. For each 6 < A 
and n E w choose a disjoint open expansion {G4an 1 a < K} of {Z,,, 1 a < K} with 
c Us-U 
z&(x, 
Z,. Using the monotone normality operator H, set Y8,, = 
G,,,,,)[;> Z,,,}. Let Y,, = lJ { Y&,, 16 <A}. 
By Lemma 1.4, we need only prove that {Y,,, 1 a < K} is point finite for every n. 
Suppose not. Then there is an x E X, n E w, and q, < (Y, < . . . < K such that x E Ya,, 
for all i E w. For each i E w, choose 6, <A such that x E Y8,,!,. Since Si = 8, and 
q # czj imply Y8,,,, n Y8,,,, = 0, we can assume that & < 6, < . . . . There are x0 E ZfiOa,,,, 
and xl E Z+,, with XE H(x,, G6,,,,,,)n H(x,, G6,,,,). Hence either X~E Gs,,,, or 
x1 E Gs,,,, . Sincex,~Z8,,andS,<6,,x,~GG,,, ,,,. Since~,EZ~,,,,CP,,andc-u,<a,, 
xl g u,, and thus xl +z Gz,,,,,, = K,,. This contradiction proves Claim 1. 
Proof of Claim 2. Since Zfiz E $,, Z,, = IJ {Z,,, 1 n E w, 1 E L,,} where each Z&,,, is 
some v-small subspace of X and {Zsnr 11 E L,,} is a relatively discrete family for 
each n E w, 6 < A. (By listing the empty set several times if necessary) we can assume 
that every indexing set Lg, is the same set L. Let {G8,, 11 E L} be a disjoint open 
expansion of {Zanr 11 E L} and let V8,,, = G6,, n I_, {H(x, v(x)) Ix E Z&,,,}. Define 
(Y (6, n, 1) = SUP{ (Y < K ) P,, n a&, #0}. For every (Y<K and now, define V,, = 
U{V6,,(6<A, 1~ L, a(& n,l)=a}. 
By the definitions of v and VA,,,, for every (Y < K and n E w, V,, c lJe. Hence, 
by Lemma 1.4 we achieve Claim 2 if we show that { V,, I (Y < K} is point finite for 
each n. 
So fix n and suppose there is an XE V,#, for infinitely many distinct q < K. We 
can assume that a,<~,<... . For each i choose si<A and 1, EL such that 
(~(&,n,l~)=(~~andx~V,,,,,. Since the cri are distinct, {(&, Ii) I i E w} are also distinct. 
If 8; = 8, = 6 and Ii # I,, then G8,,, n G6,,,, = 0 and thus V8,,,, n Van,, = 0. Hence the si 
are all distinct and we can assume that 6,, < 6, <. . . . 
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Choose x,, E Z8,n10 and x1 E Z6,,,l, with x E H(x,, u(xJ) n H(x,, 0(x,)). Thus either 
X~EZI(X,) or x~Eu(x,,). Since xO~Zs, and 6,<6,, x,~~u(x,). So x,Ez~(x~). 
By cy,< (Y, we can pick ye Z8,,,,, with p(y)>p(x,). Choose an (R, h) which 
determines that ZS,,,,, is v-small. Then there is an r E R with h(r) > h(y) and 
h(r) > h(x,). Both x, and y are in u(r) by the definition of v-small. Since u(r) c UpCr,, 
p(r) z P(Y). 
Sincex,E v(r)n v(x,,),x,E H(r,X-l_Jy_ Z,)nH(x,, UpCx,,). Sirlce~,EZ~,and 
%<S,, rE uPcXO). But p(x,) <p(y) s p(r) makes this impossible and we have a 
contradiction which proves Claim 2 and the lemma. 0 
For each n E w define Vn(x) by induction with V,(x) = H(x, U,,cx,) and, for n > 0, 
V,,(x) = H(x, V+,(x)). For n E o let 
T,(x)={tEXIXE V,(t)}. 
Lemma 1.6. If Y c X and for every y E Y there is an n E o with T,,(y) n Y bounded, 
then Y E,$. 
Proof. For every y E Y and n E w, let 
Then K 3 am 2 T,(Y) 2 f * . so we can choose ny E w and r(y) < K with T,,,(Y) = 
ri(y) = T(Y) for all i 3 n,,. 
For every y E Y, since r(y) < K which is uncountable and regular, we can choose 
y+c[Y]<K with y+ n T;(y) n Y n P, # 0 for every (Y < K and i 2 n, with T,(y) n Y n 
P, z0. 
Thus, if we define 3 = {Z c [ Y]<“ 1 z E Z imples zt c Z}, 3 covers Y. For Z E 3, 
let Z” = {y E Y 1 there are z E Z and k E w such that, for infinitely many i > k in w, 
y E Vi-k(r) for some r E z+}. Observe that Z c Z” and Z” is bounded. 
Next, for all n E w, let Y,, = {y E Y 1 n, = n}. Set Y”, = {y E Y,, 17(y) = p(y)} and 
Yx = Y,, - Yi . Note that {Y”, n P, I a < K} is relatively discrete since p < (Y, y E Y”, n 
Pp, and ZE Y”,n P, imply yr? V,(z). Thus U,,,, Y:E& and, by Lemma 1.5, we 
can prove the lemma by proving: 
Claim. For each n E w, 2: = {Z* n Yz 1 Z E %} IS relatively closed closure preserving. 
Proof of Claim. Fix n E w and suppose that d$‘c 3.: and p E Yz n (IJ 9’). We need 
to prove that p E IJ %‘. 
SincepEYX,n=np,andp(p)<T(p),thereisaqEYwithpEV,(q)andp(p)< 
p(q). Since p E IJ 25:’ and V,(p) n V,(q) is open, there is Z E 3 with (Z* n Yz) E .%’ 
and yEZ*n YznH(p, V,,(p)n V,,(q)). Let ZEZ and kEw testify to ycZ*. We 
show that p E Z*. Thus p E (Z* n Yz) c IJ 3:‘. 
By definition there are infinitely many i > k in w such that for each i, y E Kk( ri) 
for some r, E z+. If there are infinitely many i > k + 1 with p E &_-k-1( ri), then p E Z* 
by definition. So we can assume there are r E z+ c Z and j > 1 in w such that y E Vj(r) 
but pi l+,(r). 
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Since YE Y(r) n H(P, V,(P) n V,(q)), V,(r) = H(r, V,-,(r)), and pg Y-,(r), we 
have r~ V,(p)n V,(q). Since r~ V,(P), dr)Gdp)<p(q). 
Since y E Y, n V,(q), by the definition of Y,,, for all m > n, there is q,,, E Y with 
P(q)sP(qm)andyE V,(q,).SinceycH(r, y/i,(r))nH(qm, V,-,(q,)),andp(r)< 
p(q) iP(qm) ensures that qm E yPl(r), rE V,+,(q,,). 
For those m larger than n,+ 1 there must be a t, E rt with p(t,) = p(q,) and 
rE VmPl(tm) = H(t,, V,,--Z(&,,)). Also rE V,(P)C H(P, U,,,,,). Since P(P)<P(~,) = 
P(%n), &I g UP(P). So p E V,_,( 1,) for infinitely many m. The fact that r E zt c 2 
and thus r, E rt c Z then guarantees that p E Z”. 0 
We call a set Y c X, n-homogeneous provided y and z in Y imply V,(y) n V,,(z) Z 
0. Observe that, if n >O and p(y) <p(z), then YE V,_,(z) since V,,(y) = 
H(y, V,_,(y)) and V,,(z) = H(z, V,_,(z)). Also, clearly, T,,(x) is n-homogeneous 
for every x E X and n E w. 
Fix x E X and define {S,,(x) 1 n E w} by induction, setting So(x) = {x} and S,+,(x) = 
{.~~XlV~(~)nS,(x)~01. Let S(x)=U{S,( )I x nEw}. Note that V,(y)nS(x)fO 
implies y E S(x). 
Let {x0 I/3 < A} be a one-to-one listing of {x E X / T,(x) is unbounded for all n E w}. 
By induction, for each p <A, we define Ep c X by: 
EP = IJ { Y c X 1 Y is a 2-homogeneous unbounded subset of 
S(xP) -U {S(q) 1 Y <P and E, # 011 
if T2(xp 1 n &, = 0 for all y <p with E, # 0; and EP = 0 otherwise. 
Let B={p<AIEp#O}. 
Lemma 1.7. (a) p E B implies T2(xP) c E,. 
(b) /3 E A -B implies there is a <K and y E B n p such that ( T2(xP) - U,) c E,. 
(c) For every x E X, V,(x) intersects at most one of {EP 1~ E B}. 
(d) { & I p E B} is discrete. 
Proof. (a) T2(xp) is 2-homogeneous, unbounded, and Tr(xp) c T,(x,) = 
S,(x,)c S(xp). Since DEB, Tz(xo)nUyEpns S(x,)=B. So T2(xP)c ED. 
(b) Since /3 G B, there is a minimal y < p with y E B such that Tz(xp) n S(x,) # 0. 
Choose z E T2(xP) n S(x,) and let (Y = p(z)+ 1. We show Y = (T,(x@) - U,) c E,. Y 
is a 2-homogeneous unbounded set and, by the minimality of y, Y n lJficynB S(x,) = 
0. Thus Y c E, provided Y c S(x,). 
To see this suppose YE Y. Then x0 E V,(y) n V,(z) and p(z) <p(y). Since y& 
V,(z), z E V,(y). Therefore V,(y) n S(x,) # 0 and y E S(x,). 
(c) Suppose XEX. If xgu,,, S(xP), then V,,(x)nU1,.. S(x,)=0 and V,(x)n 
EP = 0 for all p E B. 
So suppose there is a minimal /3 E B such that V,,(x) n S(xP) # 0. By definition, 
V,,(x) n E, = 0 for all y < /3 in B. We assume y > p in B and prove V,(x) n E, = 0. 
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Suppose on the contrary that y E V,(x) n E,. Let Y c E, be a 2-homogeneous 
unbounded set containing y. Choose z E Y with p(x) <p(z) and p(y) <p(z). Then 
y E V,(x) n V,(z), so XE V,(z). Since V,(z) n S(xp) f 0, z E S(xp). But this contra- 
dicts z E E, for some y > p. 
(d) follows from (c). 0 
Lemma 1.8. Suppose kEu. If/3<A,j~q XE&+,(X~), ye Tk+j+,(xp), and p(x)< 
P(Y), then x E V,(Y). 
Proof. Keeping p fixed, we prove the lemma by induction on k: 
If k = 0, take j E w, x E S,(xP), y E q+,(xP), and p(x) <p(y). Since XE S,(xp) = 
To(+), xP E V,(x) = H(x, UPC.& Since Y E TJ+I(xp), x0 E V,+,(Y) = H(Y, Y(Y)). BY 
P(X) <P(Y), Y @ qJ(x,, so XE qY). 
Assuming the lemma for k, we prove it for k+ 1. Suppose jE w, x E Skt2(xp), 
y E Tk+j+z(xp) and p(x) <p(y). Since x E Sh+Jxp), there is z E V,,(x) n Sk+,(xp). 
Applying the lemma for k to z with j+ 1 instead of j, we get ZE y+,(y). Since 
ZE V,,(x)n V,+,(y), exactly as in case k =O, XE V,(y). •i 
Now fix /3 E B. The aim of Lemmas 1.9-1.13 is to establish that & E 8. For every 
y < K, define D, = {x E l-l,,, (Ep nP,)Ip(x)2y}. Let r={y<~ID~#0}. 
For n E w and 6 < y< K, let (6, Y)~ = T,,+Z(xp)nU6_<v P,. 
Lemma 1.9. If y E r and x E D,, then for every open neighborhood U of x, there are 
6 < y and n E w with (6, y),, c U. 
Proof. Since x E D,, there are 6 < y and z E Ep n Pa n H(x, U). Since z E Ep c S(xB), 
there is an n E w such that ZE S,,+,(x@). We show that (8, y),, c U. To see this, let 
y E (6, y)“. Thus y E TntZ(xp) n P, for some (Y with 6 < (Y < y. By Lemma 1.8, applied 
to z with k= n and j= 1, ZE V,(y). Since (Y =p(y)< ysp(x) and ZE V,(y)n 
H(x, U), YE u. 0 
For n E w define A,, = {a < K ) Tn+z(xp) n P, f 0). Since Tn+*(xp) is unbounded, 
[A,/=K. Let A;={a< 1 K a is a limit of A, in the order topology on K}; then let 
A=l-J,,, AL. Observe that S < (Y E A implies (6, cy), f 0 for all n E w, and A is 
closed and unbounded in K. 
Lemma 1.10. Zf y E r n A, then D, consists of a single point d,. 
Proof. Since y E r, D, # 0. Since y E A, (6, y),, # 0 for any n E w and S < y. Since 
(6 Y)n+, c (8, Y)~ for all n, if there were two points in D,, Lemma 1.9 would 
contradict the Hausdorffness of X. 0 
Consider C, = {y < K 16 E r n A n y implies p(d,) < y}. Since C, is closed and 
unbounded in K, C = C, n r n A is closed in K Note that da # d, for distinct 6 and 
y in C. 
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Lemma 1.11. D={d,)y~ C} is closed in X (possibly empty). 
Proof. Suppose x E D-D. Choose a neighborhood W of x which misses d,,,, in 
case p(x) E C. Since x E l? - D, LJ(,(\-) n W must intersect D and thus we can define 
y = sup( C n p(x)). We prove that x E D,. Then y E r and, since C is closed in r, 
y E C. Thus x = d, E D contrary to assumption. So it suffices to prove that every 
neighborhood of x intersects U {& n P, 1 (Y < y}. 
Suppose V is a neighborhood of x contained in Ut,cx,n W. Since x E D there 
must be a 6 E C with da E V. Since 6 E C np(x), 6~ y. Since d6 E Vn 
U{&nP,,I act?}, VnEpnP,#(2)forsomea<6<y,asdesired. 0 
Remark. One also sees by the above proof that for every y E C, {d, ( (Y E C n ( y + 1)) 
is closed. 
Lemma 1.12. If y E C, then for every neighborhood U of d,, there is a 6 < y with 
{d,laECand6<a<y}cU. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.9, there are 6 < y and n E w such that (6, y),, c H(d,, U). If 
a~Chas6<~~<y,thenagainbyLemma1.9,thereareS~6’<aandn’>ninw 
such that (~‘,(Y),,,c V,,(d,). Since SEA, (6’,(~),,#0; so H(d,, U)n V,(d,)f0. 
NotethatsinceyandcuareinC,p(d,,)<y~p(d,);s~d,~U~(~,,).Thusd,EU. 0 
Lemma 1.13. The set E, is an element of$. 
Proof. By Lemmas 1.11 and 1.12, D is a GO-ordinal subspace of X. Thus D E 2 
by Lemma 1.2 and hence it suffices to prove that & -D can be covered by a 
relatively discrete collection of bounded sets. We shall assume that r is unbounded 
in K. The case when r is bounded is similar. For y E (rn A n C,) u {0}, let y+ 
denote the successor of y in r n A n C, and let F,, = LJ {( & - D) n P, 1 y s a < y’}. 
Let 9 = {F, I y E (r n An C,) u (0)) and observe that l._. 9 = & -D and 9 consists 
of bounded sets. Thus it is sufficient to prove that 9 is relatively discrete. Consider 
any x E I?0 - D. There is a unique y such that x E F,. Observe that if p(x) = (Y, then 
y<cu<y+. Suppose that XELJ~_(E~~P,+). Since y<p(x), XED, and hence 
y E E Thus y E C which implies that x = d, E D, a contradiction. Therefore U, - 
(IJ,,, (Ep n P,)) = V is an open neighborhood of x. It is now easy to check that 
Vn F,.=0 whenever y’f y. 0 
Proof of Theorem II’ (continued). Observe from Lemmas 1.7(d) and 1.13, E = 
UpSs I$ E 2. If y E Y = X - E and y # x, for any p < A, then T,,(y) is bounded for 
some n by definition. If y = xp for some p E A -B, then by Lemma 1.7(b), T2(y) n Y 
is bounded. Thus, by Lemma 1.6, YE 2 and X = Y u E E 2. 0 
Proof of Theorem II. Keep the notation of this section through the statement of 
Theorem II’, but forget the notation of its proof. 
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Let X be a monotonically normal space and % an open cover of X. Without loss 
of generality we assume that % = { U, (a <K} for some cardinal K so that P, = 
UCI -up<, u, f 0 for any cr < K. We assume alsO that K is uncountable since 
Theorem II is trivial for countable covers. Choose a function u : X + ?!A with x E u(x) 
for all XE X. 
We introduce a final u-ideal: 
7t = { Y c X 1 Y can be covered by a o-disjoint partial 
refinement of % by open sets}. 
Since X is hereditarily collectionwise normal, 9jcP c 7t; also u(x) E x for all x E X. 
Lemma 1.14. Zf W is open in X, then there is a closed Z c W with W-Z E .7C 
Proof. Let v be the neighborhood assignment defined by: 
v(x) = 
1 
H(x, u(x) f-? W), if xE W, 
H(x, H(x, u(x))), if x6? W. 
By Theorem II’, X = X, u X2 where X, E 4i9 = 7C and X2 E BU. Let 9 be a u- 
relatively discrete family of v-small subspaces of X such that U 9= X2. 
For FE 9, let F’ = F A W. Since 9 is a a-relatively discrete family and X is 
hereditarily collectionwise normal, l_, {F’ 1 F E 9 and F’ E .7C} E 555. 
For FE 3 there is (RF, he) determining that F is v-small. If there is z E F’ such 
that {YE F’I h,(z) < hr(y)}E 7L, then there is r E RF with hr(z)< hr(r) and {YE 
F’Ih,(y)sh,(r)}cv(r)cu(r)E7C; thus F’EK 
Let Y=U{F’IFES and F’@.%C}. We show Yc W; so Z= Y has the desired 
property for the lemma. To see that Yc W, we show that v(x) n Y = 0 for all 
XEX- w. 
Suppose instead that there are x E X - W, FE 9 with F’@ LT, and z E v(x) n F’. 
We reach a contradiction by showing that 
{Y E F’I &(z) < h,(y))c u(x) E _K. 
Suppose on the contrary that there is YE F’-u(x) with he(z) < hr(y). Since y 
belongs to the closure of {rE RF 1 h,(z) < hr(r)}, there is an rE RF n W- H(x, u(x)) 
with hr(z)<hr(r). Then z~v(r)nv(x)=H(r, u(r)n W)nH(x, H(x, u(x))). 
Since xg W and rE H(x, u(x)) we have a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 1.15. Zf 4 is a relatively discrete family of u-small subsets of X, there is K E .7t 
such that {F - K 1 F E 9) is a discrete family of closed GO-ordinal subspaces of X. 
Proof. For each FE 9 there is (RF, hF) determining that F is u-small and there is 
an open NF such that the domain of hF is Fn NF, a GO-ordinal subspace of NF. 
Since 9 is relatively discrete and X is hereditarily collectionwise normal, we can 
assume that { NF I F E S} are disjoint. Let W = UFtyT NF and let Z c W be a closed 
subset of X, as guaranteed by Lemma 1.14, such that K = W-Z E 3K. Note that for 
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every FEN, F-KcFnZcFnN,.So{F-K]FE%}isacloseddiscretefamily 
of GO-ordinals in X. Cl 
Lemma 1.16. If {F,, 1 n E co} is a family of closed subsets of X, there is a closed discrete 
family {Fk 1 n E w} such that IJ,,, F,, -I,_),,,, FL E 5Y and FL c F,, for all n E w. 
Proof. Note that Lemma 1.14 says that for every closed set Z in X, there is an open 
N 2 Z with N-Z E Yt. So for every n E w choose an open W,, 3 F,, such that 
W,-F,,E.%. Let W=U,,, W,, and let F be a closed subset of W with W - FE 3” 
For nEW, let FL=FnF,-IJi<,, Wi. 
Observe that lJ,,,, F, -IJ,,,, FL E YC since for every n, 
F,-u F:,=(F,-F)u FnF,-U F:, 
mtw ( mtw > 
c(W-F)u u (Wi-Fi)~YC. 
,<Il 
By definition 9’= {FL 1 n E w} is a family of disjoint closed subsets of X. Let us 
show that .9’ is locally finite which will complete the proof of the lemma. 
Suppose x E X. If x E W, X - F is a neighborhood of x missing U 9’. So suppose 
x E W, ; then W,, is a neighborhood of x missing all FL for m > n. 0 
Proof of Theorem II (continued). It suffices to find a K E 3Y such that X -K is the 
union of a discrete family of closed GO-ordinal subspaces of X: then an application 
of Lemma 1.1 yields the theorem. 
Since Theorem II’ holds and 9+P c YC, X = X, u X, where X, E Yt and X, is the 
union of a a-relatively discrete family of u-small subspaces of X. By Lemma 1.15, 
for each n E o, there is K, E 5Y and a discrete family .9,, of closed GO-ordinal 
subspaces of X such that X2 c lJ,,, (K, u IJ S,,). Observe that lJ,,,,, K, E YC. 
Defining F, = IJ 5” and applying Lemma 1.16 to {F, 1 n E w} yields a discrete 
family {FL 1 n E w} of closed sets with FL c F, and IJ,,, F,, -U,,,, FL E 5T. Thus, 
ifwedefine S’=U,,,{F~~FIFE~,,}, we have a discrete family of closed GO- 
ordinal subspaces of X with X - lJ %’ E YC, as desired. 0 
2. Some corollaries 
From Theorem I it follows that any condition which makes “GO-spaces” paracom- 
pact also makes monotonically normal spaces paracompact. A list of sixteen such 
conditions appears in [4]. 
In Corollary 2.1 we list some of the paracompactness theorems for monotonically 
normal spaces which answer some questions posed in the literature: 
Corollary 2.1. A monotonically normal space is paracompact if one of the following 
conditions hold : 
(a) X is weakly SO-rejnable (i.e., weakly submeta-Lindelof ). 
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(b) X is perfectly normal. 
(c) X has a point countable separating open cover. 
(d) Every increasing open cover of X has an increasing shrinking. 
Proof. A stationary subspace of a regular uncountable cardinal has none of these 
properties, so Theorem I immediately yields the corollary. 0 
Remark. Corollary 2.1(a)-(c) answer, in order, Questions 7.1-7.3 from [7]. Corollary 
2.1(d) answers a question from [3]; note that property (d) does not imply paracom- 
pactness in just normal spaces [ 1,6]. 
Corollary 2.2 follows from Theorem II. We give a proof although it is not difficult. 
(See [8] for a discussion of shrinking properties.) 
Corollary 2.2. Every open cover of a monotonically normal space can be shrunk. 
Proof. Let X be our space and %= { U, (a < K} be our open cover. It suffices to 
find, for every (Y < K, closed sets Y, and 2, contained in CJ, such that { Y, u Z, 1 a < 
K} covers X. 
By Theorem II there is a set V= U,,, W;, where each V,, is a partial refinement 
of % by disjoint open sets such that X -U V = U 9 for some discrete family 9 
of closed sets each homeomorphic to a stationary subset of a regular uncountable 
cardinal. Without loss of generality, for each n E w, we can index V,, = { V,, 1 a < K} 
with Va,,c U,. Let V, =u Y”,,. 
Since X is collectionwise normal we can choose an open neighborhood Wr of 
F for each FE 9 with { wF 1 FE S} discrete. Every open cover of an FE 9 can be 
shrunk; so F = IJ,,, F, where F, is a closed subset of U,. Choose an open Wrm 
with F, c WFm c WF, c U, n W,. Let W, =IJFtS Wre and W =IJ,,, W,. 
Since {V, 1 n E w}u W is countable open cover of the normal and countably 
paracompact space X, we can find a locally finite closed cover {K, 1 n E w} u J of X 
with all K, c V, and Jc W. 
Then Y, = U,,, (Van  K,) and Z, = m, n J are closed subsets of U, and 
lJ,<, (Y, u Z,) = X, as desired. 0 
In fact Theorems I and II allow one to obtain a number of results for various 
subclasses of monotonically normal spaces. We give a (very incomplete) sample of 
such results below. 
Corollary 2.3. (a) A tech-complete monotonically normal space is paracompact zfand 
only zf it does not have a closed subspace homeomorphic to a regular uncountable 
cardinal. 
(b) A eech-complete monotonically normal space is hereditarily paracompact if and 
only if it does not contain a subspace homeomorphic to w, . 
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(c) [9] A compact monotonically normal space is hereditarily paracompact tf and 
only if it has countable tightness. 
(d) A locally hereditarily Lindeliif monotonically normal space has an open para- 
compact subspace whose complement is the union of a discretefamily of closed subspaces 
each homeomorphic to some stationary subset of w, . 
(e) A manifold of dimension ~2 is metrizable if and only if it is monotonically normal. 
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